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About This Content

The DLC character [God Eater] will be added to your party. Includes costumes!

Includes the following:

Party Character [God Eater]

God Eater Swimsuit Set

God Eater [Ciel]

God Eater [Levi] Set
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Title: Megadimension Neptunia VII Party Character [God Eater]
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: ６ GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Shader v5 or newer

English,Japanese
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Sorry but this Game is Crap o....o

-You can't Pause the Game
-No Ingame Menue
-You can't use the Key that you found
-No Hints or whatever whats the Goal of the Game
- You can go out of the Map
. Dosen't exactly offer very much in the way of features for the price.. I'd say if you enjoy OK K.O. or animation in general, this
game is a must buy. It's nice to see more animation based games.. This game was awesome had a great time with some friends,
really hope to see more done to this game and new maps to play. Also for that price of €3.99 it was a steal thank you again for
an awesome game. 10/10. overall I'd say this is one of the most disappointing gameplay experiences I've ever had in a game
there is little to no guidance from the tutorials that actually helps you much and the frequency of crashing to desktop and
freezing in freelook mode made this one of less then 5 games I've ever attempted to refund and mind you I kept No man's sky.

By category:

controls 0/10 very clunky and even once you get them hard to use and even after looking on guides I couldn't find the way to get
back in the ship properly.
storyline 3/10 so far didn't talk to more then 3 peeps as you are locked up at the start this held some real promise and I didn't dig
too deep
tutorial 0/10 almost useless
mining 3/10 was pretty ok untill the drill broke before the tutorial explained how to fix it. and yes I did try to go and use the
repair bay that was clearly marked click on ok and it didn't fix my drill very disappointed in that.

overall experience:
it has promise with literally a full overhaul of all the controlls and an actually helpful tutorial but in it's current state it was one
of the most disappointing buys I've made on steam and I got it on sale.
. Wow, how completely disappointing was this game? Extremely! Very few levels, and no upgrades, no option to set the level of
challenge even. I will avoid games from this maker.
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A really hard platformer, and a homage\/love letter to both old platformers and Spleunker. (As well as to the NIS platformer,
Prinny, a Disgaea spin-off, due to the large amount of lives.) 1001 Spikes does a really good job at it's name, giving you a spike
death for each of your 1001 lives! It has a ton of content, either local co-op or single player, and tons of stuff to unlock for fun,
like extra characters.

Each level has a collectable Golden Skull to find, usually hidden, at each threshold they have some extra content for those who
dare to get collect them which come in the form of extra modes or characters. When you play as one of the unlockable
characters, your level progress is seperate from the main hero and each other unlockable character, and the skulls replaced with
coins which you can use to unlock even more stuff with in the shop. Each almost every character plays entirely different, even
the cosplay ones for the main hero have entirely different playstyles and plenty of little details to them. (The Belmont cameo
cosplay removes your ranged option of a throwing knife, to a shorter distanced whip, in an exchange for damage power, stuff
like that.)

It might seem a bit pricey at $15.00 USD, maybe even still at the $10.00 USD discount price, but it's worth it. With all that
content, along with the option to try a hand at speedrunning the game with the timer aid, or getting a better time on a certain
level, there is a lot to love and your dollar goes a long way.

The bad side: There are a few bugs, some people are having a little trouble launching the game or getting music to play after
death in a level and having to restart, but hopefully they will fix it soon. There are slight workarounds for each bug at the
moment, and they aren't making the game cripplingly unplayable.

Overall, if you like the idea of the game, and you are up for a tough challenge, it's worth picking up. One of my favorite
platformers, for sure!. This game helped me be a math teacher thank you!. It wasn't fun. Okay--I get it. The art, atmosphere,
graphics, it's all great. The first chapter sets up an amazing thriller\/horror experience, which becomes stranger, weirder, and
unevenly, more-or-less interesting. But the game itself is not fun. Every puzzle becomes "Oh you need to help me, but make
sure you get this first, and this, and this" in a never ending series of steps that is an annoying chore instead of fun. Yes, I
struggled through because I bought the entire series, but do not do it unless you like chores. Whenever my best friend and I are
bored, we both yell the main character's name: "Neff!" So at least we got a joke out of this. Please don't listen to the other
positive reviews and waste your Neffing time.. Great game! A new view on tower defense and really good multiplayer mode!
9/10. Do not buy this it's not even worth calling a schoolproject.
It is not finished, you get op fast, fights are boring\/anoying.. Ah ... and the month pass by

This one is one of the best i played so far and the story is one can say incredible

try get through the prologue (PS : lengthy one) and you can go in to the story just fine. I spent a frustrating half an hour trying to
figure out how to get the cars after purchasing the DLC pack. After hurling my remote across the room, I have resolved to
attempt this tomorrow. HOPEFULLY there will be a fix for this issue by then, but we all know that Ubisoft doesn't give a damn
about their customers.... much improvable in my opinion, but it still is a jewel, expecially if you are a fan of Bud Spencer &
Terence Hill.

The best thing is the graphics style and the real OST from the movies. What it lacks are just details that they could add anytime.

[edit] I have to modify this review because since last update there are graphics bugs that make the game horrible to watch.
Hopefully it's temporary, so I'm probably going to change it again.

[edit2] that bug has been fixed and now the game is enjoyable once again :) although there are other bugs that came with the
updates now, but nothing that bad. Another game with an artistic vision but no game design skills.

This is some of the worst gameplay I've experienced in a long time.
- Pixel hunting. Those tiny hit boxes are simply wrong.
- Poor controls. I've been patient with them, because they kind of fit the squid theme, but they are quite wearisome nonetheless.
- Deplorable visibility. Interesting art, incompetent presentation. The squid camouflaged over the train. Things of interest
hidden in backgrounds. Doors tiny (I often get stuck inside rooms.) Now remember the tiny hit boxes.
- Grind. Lots of things need a repeat. After charging the train 37 identical times, I almost left. But I'm stubborn. The tornado
room, however... well, I passed it, obdurately, yet I knew, grinding it, that it would be the last. I'm done. When a game feels like
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labour, it's a fail.
- Shall I mention the sad, sad GUI ? I mean, there is a mini-menu, sort of. Okay, I don't mention it.

You can solve most puzzles, really, just by clicking randomly or shaking the squid until something moves. The others will
require even more patience, but no more than 1 gray cell.. Well, personally I really enjoyed playing LS !

The playlist is really cool, visuals are nice and all the official video clips are in the game.
I didn’t really felt that problem of de-synchro, but maybe I haven’t the ‘perfect pitch’ ;)
So if you want to play a good Karaoke with your friends and don’t own a big bunch of console singing games, I warmly advise
you this one \o/.
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